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The mission of the SSR is to advance scientific knowledge by promoting
outstanding research and training in reproductive sciences and to protect and
preserve human and animal reproductive health. Your contributions of
committee service to the Society, your submission of manuscripts to Biology of
Reproduction, your membership dues, and registration fees all support our
mission.
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Your contributions to SSR Endowment funds are also crucial to ensure that the
SSR will remain a vital Society well into the future, able to meet challenges,
advance the field, provide you with a network of colleagues around the world,
and support future reproductive scientists, our trainee members. We cannot
accomplish this without your contributions.
Your contributions are used to grow the endowment funds, such that all
activities and financial emergencies can be met from investment income, rather
than from the principal.
Please contribute what you can to the fund or funds of your choice, which are
described below. You can do this by going to our secure web site at
http://www.ssr.org/Donations.shtml to donate directly online or to download a
donation form to mail to the SSR Business Office. Every contribution helps!
Thank you for all that you do to support the SSR—your society.

University of Montreal

Best wishes,

Janice M. Bahr, Past President
Chair of the SSR Endowment Committee

Susan S. Suarez
SSR President

Descriptions of the funds available for donation opportunities are on the SSR’s Donations Page. The
funds are:
SSR Endowment Fund is a reserve fund to support the annual meeting.
Larry Ewing Memorial Trainee Travel Fund provides travel assistance to Trainee Members of the
Society to attend and present their research results at the Society’s Annual Meeting.
BOR Legacy Fund supports maintenance and enhancement of Biology of Reproduction.
Anita Payne Endowment Fund provides funds for SSR trainees to attend leading-edge courses in
reproductive biology (e.g., Frontiers in Reproduction, Cold Spring Harbor courses & workshops, etc.)
and to fund the Anita Payne New Perspectives on Reproductive Biology Lecture at the SSR Annual
Meeting by a promising junior investigator.
New Investigator Fund supports the New Investigator Award, which recognizes an active, Regular
member of the Society for outstanding research completed and published within 10 years after receiving
the PhD or equivalent professional degree.
Mahesh Neuroendocrine Program Fund provides funding for a symposium, plenary session, or
similar event at the Annual Meeting with a focus on neuroendocrinology.
Trainee-Mentoring Fund supports the Trainee-Mentoring Award, which is given each year to an
SSR member who as a mentor has consistently demonstrated a measure of support and guidance to
Trainees that far exceeds the basic responsibilities required of an academic advisor.
Past Presidents’ Endowment Fund for support of the SSR’s Annual Meeting.

